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The government of South Africa has made significant progress in improving the lives 

of its citizens, evidenced by increases in its wealth estimates; it has also managed to 

maintain macroeconomic stability. Such performance, while commendable can be 

improved.  Environmental accounts were used to show that the benefits to society from 

the exploitation of mineral resources in South Africa can be improved. An investigation 

into the contribution of the mining sector represented by the gold and platinum group 

industries shows that rent capture by government is lower than rents generated in the 

sector, therefore the effectiveness of rent capture can be improved through policy 

reform. The paper offers a discussion of the various fiscal options that can be used to 

enhance fiscal prudence and thus facilitate a sustainable development path. 
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“Projects of mining, instead of replacing the capital employed in them, together 

with the ordinary profits of stock, commonly absorb both capital and stock. They 

are the projects, therefore, to which of all others a prudent law-giver, who desired 

to increase the capital of his nation, would least choose to give any extraordinary 

encouragement….” (Adam Smith, 1776, Book IV, chapter VII, Part I). 

Introduction 

In the past few years there have been increased calls to redistribute national wealth by 

nationalizing mines in South Africa, the justification being that there is little evidence 

to show that mining activity benefits society.    

The direct contribution of the mining sector to GDP has averaged about 7 percent over 

the past decade and is much higher when accounting for its backward and forward 

linkages. The sector is responsible for about 30 percent of the country’s total export 

basket and employs about 10 percent of the country’s workforce. The mining sector in 

South Africa is highly diversified, but the four major minerals are platinum group 

metals (PGMs
2
), coal, gold, and iron ore.  

The decade that preceded the global economic crisis saw a boom in commodity prices, 

spurred by fast growing East Asia. Domestically the mining sector failed to respond to 

the commodity price boom; instead there was increased labour shedding, productivity 

declined and investment was lacklustre. For a country with a high unemployment rate, 

high inequality and high poverty rates, the failure to respond to an environment that 

supports growth causes agitation and compromises government’s ability to make 

progress on the social and economic challenges it faces.  

The paper uses environmental economic accounts for the gold and PGMs industries to 

illustrate how they can serve as a guide for policy makers to ensure that fiscal policy 

contributes to sustainable growth and development. Environmental economic accounts 

are used to highlight the sector’s contribution to sustainable development objectives but 

also the gaps that can be bridged by policy reform in a sphere where public policy is the 

central tool for achieving sustainability. 

The paper is organised as follows: the next section provides a brief overview of policies 

that support sustainable development in South Africa. Section three discusses the 

evolution of measures of social welfare that culminated in the development of wealth 

accounting. Section four offers a summary of the mineral accounts of the gold and 

platinum industries, the subsequent adjustments to national income accounts and a 

demonstration of the weaknesses of rent capture mechanisms in South Africa. This is 

followed by a discussion of the various fiscal options that can be used to enhance fiscal 

prudence in section five. Policy implications are discussed in section six and section 

seven concludes.  

                                                 

2
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Sustainable development in South Africa  

There is sufficient evidence that the country is committed to sustainable development. 

In December 2008 the country undertook to host the 17
th

 session of the Conference of 

Parties of the United Nations Convention on Climate Change (COP17) between 

29 November and 9 December 2011. This follows the hosting of the World Summit on 

Sustainable Development in 2002 and the subsequent commitment to the Johannesburg 

Plan of Implementation.  

Various legislative measures have been put in place to support sustainable development 

including: the National Environmental Management Act (1998), and its subsequent EIA 

requirements; the National Framework for Sustainable Development in South Africa 

(NFSD), which forms the framework that governs the Department of Environmental 

Affairs. Then there are the National Water Act (1998), and the implicit Water Use 

Licensing requirement from the Department of Water Affairs. National Treasury 

introduced carbon taxes on motor vehicles in 2010. Some of these measures have some 

impact – direct or otherwise – on the mining sector. Legislation that is specific to the 

mining sector includes the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (2002) 

and its obligation to establish Environmental Trust Funds that are used when a mine is 

closed down.  

Government recognizes that in addition to regulatory instruments, market-based 

instruments can also be used to influence the behaviour of economic agents. In mining, 

these instruments can be used to influence the extraction and investment behaviour of 

companies. Tax policy is an example of one such instrument. Companies in South 

Africa are liable to pay corporate tax, including those in the mining sector. The gold 

mining industry – traditionally the bedrock of mining in South Africa has been subject 

to a specific tax, which was modified over time
3
; it was aimed at encouraging gold 

extraction and was different from that paid by other miners. In 2006 National Treasury 

commissioned a study and published a discussion paper on market-based instruments 

that can be used to support environmental fiscal reform (National Treasury, 2006). 

Subsequently the Diamond Export Levy Act (2007) was put into place for the diamond 

industry and the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Royalty Act (2008) was applied to 

the broader mining sector. Companies began to pay royalties to government in 2010/11. 

In May 2013 the department released a discussion paper on carbon tax policy. The aim 

of the proposed policy is to influence behaviour so that economic agents strive to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, in the government’s aim to transition to a green 

economy. 

In 2009, in recognition of the failure of the industry to respond to high commodity 

prices, National Treasury approved the use of rebates on capital investment, in an 

attempt to encourage investment particularly by junior mining companies. Investors and 

government alike look forward to the outcome of the comprehensive review of tax 

laws, with particular emphasis on mineral taxation that was announced at the tabling of 

the 2013 Budget. Policy makers believe that using these legislative and market based 
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instruments can contribute to the alleviation of poverty and improvement of social 

wellbeing.  

While the mining sector is subject to many of these pieces of legislation, these 

initiatives fall short of expectations regarding the impact of extraction of mineral 

resources and its effect on sustainable development.  

Measures of social welfare 

Policy makers aim to increase social welfare by promoting economic growth, 

employment creation, and poverty alleviation, but they may be at odds as to the 

appropriate policy path through which such goals can be achieved.  

As nations chart their development path, they also aim to make such development 

sustainable, so that during the development process future generations are not worse-off 

when compared to the current generation. Sustainable development recognizes not only 

the quantity but also the quality of economic growth and therefore encompasses at least 

three pillars: sustainable economic growth, sustainable resource use, and 

intergenerational equity (Pezzey, 1992). Sustainable economic growth refers to 

increasing, or non-declining consumption or output. Sustainable resource use for 

renewable resources occurs when resource consumption is such that the stock of 

renewable resources is not declining and the minimum conditions of ecosystem stability 

and resilience are satisfied over time. Sustainable resource use for non-renewable 

resources is achieved when resource management is such that future production 

opportunities are maintained. Intergenerational equity refers to non-declining social 

welfare over time and includes the quality of life, consumption, the stock of resources, 

and income. 

Finding the most appropriate measure of sustainable development has eluded mankind 

for decades. Using measures of social welfare seems appropriate because social welfare 

refers to the overall well-being of a nation’s citizens. It is also a measure of 

intertemporal wellbeing because it refers to the present value of utility along the 

development path. Utilitarian measures of welfare are suitable because the utility 

function has properties that enable it to reflect the satisfaction level attained from the 

consumption of a good or service. However, utility is itself not measurable and social 

welfare is therefore a concept and is not directly measurable.  

There has been robust debate regarding the most appropriate index or unit that can be 

used to measure social welfare. There is a large body of literature that advocates the use 

of national income as compiled in the system of national accounts, but also its variants 

– the current-value and the linearized Hamiltonian. More recently an index of 

comprehensive wealth has proved to be more realistic and practical. The argument 

favouring wealth estimates is that development is a process of building and managing, 

not only a portfolio of assets but also the composition of such a portfolio. The 

composition of assets includes the institutions and governance structures that constitute 

social capital. Wealth accounts provide the tools to do just that (World Bank, 2011). 

Dasgupta (2009) provides a detailed critique and outlines the evolution of the debate 

about the various measures of social welfare.  

The link between sustainable development and income was first penned by Lindahl 

(1933), who argued that consumption should not exceed ‘income’ or net national 
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product (NNP) as measured in conventional national accounting systems, in order for 

the economy’s wealth to not decline. This is what is commonly referred to as 

“Hicksian” income after Hicks (1939), who defined welfare as  

“that which can be consumed in a given period while leaving an individual as 

well off at the end of the period as he had been at the start” (Weale, 1997:97). 

Over the years varying economic models have been used to support this view. 

Weitzman (1976) proved that the current value Hamiltonian was equivalent to NNP and 

consumer surplus. Hartwick (1994), Weitzman (1999), Weitzman (2001), Asheim and 

Weitzman (2001), further proved that NNP was equivalent to the linearized 

Hamiltonian. Weitzman (1999) used the linearized Hamiltonian to compute a dynamic 

welfare-comparison principle, derived from national accounts statistics and other 

observable market information. Solow’s (1974) and Hartwick’s (1977) analyses are not 

very different; using Lindahl’s argument, they demonstrated that consumption should 

be the yardstick for measuring society’s welfare. They proved that in order for society 

to be able to consume at the maximum constant rate, net investment in reproducible 

capital should be equal to the rate of depletion of natural resources. This was later 

labelled ‘Hartwick’s Rule’ by Dixit et al (1980) and is a widely used tool to guide 

policy makers in the management of natural resources.  

In contrast, Usher (1994), Pezzey (2004), Dasgupta and Mӓler (2004), and Dasgupta 

(2009) argued against the use of income and its variations as measures of welfare. They 

argued that there are varying policy paths that governments choose which can be 

optimized by different kinds of income or consumption patterns. There are many 

measures of income and the choice of the appropriate measure of income to use is 

determined by the policy objective for which such income is measured. For example, 

the income measure that can be used for charting business cycles is not the same as the 

one used for comparing prosperity among nations, neither is it equal to the one used for 

observing the industrial structure, or measuring factor shares. Furthermore there are 

varying methodologies used for various measures of income for measuring economic 

activity, sustainable consumption, or measuring social wellbeing. Usher (1994) 

demonstrated that there are at least 5 different measures of income, all of which serve 

different purposes. They are: a) welfare-equivalent income, which can be used to 

compare prosperity across nations with proportional discount factors at the same point 

in time; b) wealth-equivalent income, which gives a crude lower bound to welfare-

equivalent income; c) Sefton-Weale income, which measures the present value of the 

product of the interest rate and consumption along the optimal consumption path. It is 

suitable for resource trading economies such as South Africa. d) Net national product is 

the best measure of economic activity and in a non-equilibrium model can be used for 

charting business cycles. However, if modelled so that technological progress is 

exogenous, it can have limited theoretical properties. e) Sustainable development is 

achieved when sustainable income exceeds consumption. Usher then concludes that 

while all these measures of income can be useful, they cannot be referred to simply as 

Hicksian income. They become Hicksian income only under specific model 

assumptions.  

The prevailing economic system is another important determinant of the index used to 

measure social welfare. The bulk of economic models used to prove the appropriateness 

of NNP and the Hamiltonian as measures of welfare are based on economic models that 

assume linearity, convexity and constant population – economic systems that are 
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impractical and have no place in the real world (Dasgupta and Mӓler, 1998; Arrow et al 

2010; and Dasgupta, 2009). For example the NNP may be fitting in a non-optimizing 

economy but the linearized Hamiltonian would be better placed to evaluate policy 

reform in an optimal economic system
4
. Advocates of the use of NNP as a welfare 

measure base their analysis on convex economic systems, which do not represent any 

economic system and are therefore not practical. Pezzey (2004) used a closed, general 

equilibrium model to prove that in a hyperbolic economy, where the utility discount 

factor is non-constant it is possible to have a constantly rising consumption path, which 

is an optimal development path in an economy with human capital and a non-renewable 

resource. A few decades earlier, Strotz (1956) had also reached a similar conclusion, 

that a non-constant utility discount factor was more appropriate in an economy where 

economic agents constantly re-evaluate their planned course of consumption. 

According to Hamilton (2012) changes in social welfare can be accounted for both 

optimizing and non-optimizing economies. He argues that Hicksian income can be used 

for an optimizing economy and genuine savings for non-optimizing economies.   

Practicality and using directly observable market information supported the proposal to 

use total wealth rather than income as a measure of social wellbeing. First suggested by 

Samuelson (1961) and later supported by Hamilton and Hartwick (2005), and Dasgupta 

(2008) that an index of comprehensive wealth would be a fitting tool to use to measure 

the wellbeing of society, the practice of wealth accounting has been established. The 

World Bank (2006, 2011) has conducted some work in this area. 

The advantage of wealth accounts is that they are part of the conventional System of 

National Accounts (SNA), which provides measures of production and income; they 

extend the analysis to provide measures of sustainable development. Wealth accounts 

are important for posterity planning and assist policy makers in fulfilling their mandate 

of increasing the welfare of society; therefore they need to be fully integrated into 

policy planning. They emphasize the importance of accounting for all forms of capital, 

i.e. produced, natural, human, and intangible capital in currently used indicators of 

economic progress such as GDP and GNI using environmental economic accounts. 

Failure to account for environmental externalities in production can result in misleading 

measures of economic progress and give no indication on the sustainability of 

economic growth. Wealth indicators can be used for a variety of purposes for which 

some income measures have been deemed impractical, such as comparing the 

wellbeing of a specific group between different periods, cross country comparisons, and 

to evaluate policies. 

Environmental economic accounts are used in this paper to illustrate how they can be 

used to guide fiscal policy for sustainable development. Mineral resources form part of 

natural capital, which nations, including South Africa, use in the production process. In 

fulfilling their mandate of policy making for posterity, policy makers need to ensure 

that any production activity that utilises a country’s natural resource base results in 

enhancing the welfare of not only its current citizens, but also of future generations. 

                                                 

4
 An optimal economy is one where the central planner is able to enforce the maximization of social 

wellbeing, while a non-optimal system is one where the resource allocation mechanism is used to 

determine resource extraction. 
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Accounting for the extraction of such resources therefore becomes an integral part of 

the policy debate.  

Optimal resource extraction  

Much literature borrows the analyses of optimal extraction of resources and therefore 

natural capital depreciation from Hotelling’s (1931) work, in which the pure depletion 

model was used to trace the optimal extraction path for non-renewable resources. He 

investigated the variation in extraction policy that different firms would follow, which 

would be predicated on the different market structures in which the firms operate, i.e. 

monopoly or competitive. Both the miner and the policy maker are interested in the 

time to exhaustion of a finite resource. Pindyck (1978) extended this analysis with the 

exploration model, arguing that with exploration and discovery it was possible to 

augment reserves, even at a rate that exceeds depletion. Hotelling rent was then 

established as a measure of intertemporal scarcity of non-renewable resources because 

the resource stock declines with extraction over time. It is a measure of depreciation 

and refers to “the portion of profit that firms generate precisely because they are mining 

an exhaustible resource” (Hartwick and Hageman, 1992). The Hotelling efficiency 

rule
5
, states that the income earned on the marginal unit of the extracted resource 

should increase at the rate of interest over time. It suggests that in order for the social 

value of the resource to be maximised (to reflect the scarcity value of the resource), the 

net price
6
 of a non-renewable resource should rise at a rate equal to the social utility 

discount rate, ρ. The net price method (Vincent and Hartwick, 1997) is often used for 

non-renewable resources and measures economic depreciation directly, where the value 

of the resource is calculated as the product of the quantity extracted and the marginal 

net price of the resource (the Welfare maximizing model is in Appendix A).  

As the market price of the resource increases, the rate of extraction gradually declines 

so that the resource is typically not depleted in finite time (Figure 1). Therefore in order 

to attain optimal extraction, a fixed percentage of the remaining stock is retained so that 

the reserve-to-use ratio is constant, even though the physical quantity diminishes.  

 
Figure 1: Sustainable resource extraction (Perman et al, 1999 

El Serafy (1992) used Keynes’ (1936) ‘user cost’ principle to extend Hartwick’s (1977) 

“invest resource rents” rule by suggesting that resource receipts should be separated 
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into two portions, i.e. an income portion that can be used for consumption, and the ‘user 

cost’ or capital portion. This portion measures the value by which the resource is being 

depleted and needs to be reinvested in reproducible capital in order to create a perpetual 

income stream and therefore retain wealth. Such a stream of income enables future 

generations to maintain the same level of income even after the resource has been 

exhausted. If a country uses the income received as a result of resource liquidation for 

consumption purposes it means the country lives beyond its means and therefore 

undermines its ability to create future income. These calculations need to be done 

before they enter GDP so that only the legitimate contribution of resources to value 

added is counted. Failure to do so encourages nations to live beyond their means and 

erodes their ability to use those assets to earn income in the future. Statistics South 

Africa uses the El Serafy user-cost method to value the depreciation of mineral assets.   

Prudent policy makers, whose current decisions become evident in the distant future, 

aim to ensure that the use of natural resources in the production process improves the 

welfare of society. Environmental economic accounts bridge the gaps in the SNA 

pertaining to the valuation of ecosystem services. For natural resources, the 

environmental accounting framework comprises the physical and monetary accounts. 

Physical accounts measure the physical quantities of resource extraction, and provide 

an estimate of the time it would take to deplete the resource stock in the ground. 

Monetary accounts use various valuation techniques to provide an estimate of the value 

of the resource used in the production process, but they also provide an estimate of the 

resource stock in the ground. The valuation of the resource is an integral part of wealth 

estimates and provides valuable information for policy makers. The various valuation 

techniques include the Hotelling rent method, the net price method, the change in asset 

value (CAV) method, and the El Serafy user cost method
7
.  

The CAV method is based on the discounted sum of future stream of net returns from 

harvesting the resource. This is an indirect method of calculating depreciation because 

the value of the asset between two periods is estimated, and depreciation is calculated 

as the difference in the value between those two periods.  

The monetary asset accounts use the various methods discussed above to evaluate the 

change in the value of an asset over time and present measures of depreciation of 

mineral stocks. The changes in value of an asset can be attributed to a) physical 

changes resulting from net accumulation of the asset and b) revaluation based on price 

changes.  

Mineral accounts of the gold and platinum industries 

The analysis uses Mineral Accounts, which Statistics South Africa produces as part of 

its suite of Environmental Economic Accounts comprising accounts on minerals, 

fisheries, and energy. The Mineral Accounts provide the physical and monetary 

accounts of the three major minerals in South Africa, i.e. gold, PGMs, coal, and iron 

                                                 

7
Hamilton and Ruta (2009) prove that this method of estimation has an upward bias when measuring the 

change in social welfare. Their conclusion is that adjusted net savings (ANS) is a more appropriate tool 

to use to measure changes in welfare if depletion is measured as the real change in resource wealth. A 

related measure is ‘depletion-adjusted net savings’ which has been adopted in the 2012 UN System of 

Environmental-Economic Accounting Central Framework (SEEA). 
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ore. The analysis in this paper will focus on the two metals, i.e. gold and PGMs. The 

current mineral accounts span 1980-2010 (Stats SA, 2012)
8
. Both the physical and 

stock accounts are compiled and there are some sustainability implications that can be 

gleaned from the accounts.  

Physical accounts 

South Africa is currently ranked the 5
th

 largest gold producer after China, Australia, the 

United States, and Russia. It is ranked 2
nd

 in terms of proven gold reserves after 

Australia and is followed by Russia and the United States. The physical stock accounts 

for gold show that annual gold extraction declined from 675 tons in 1980 to 189 tons in 

2010. The stock of gold reserves declined by 71 percent over the 30-year period and 

was estimated to be 6,000 tons in 2010. On average, the extraction rate declined by 

4 percent. This behaviour corroborates what Figure 1 illustrates, that the rate of 

extraction of non-renewable resources declines over time. The time to depletion was 

estimated to be 32 years and is a reflection of the maturity of the gold mining industry 

in South Africa
9
. Even so, the country holds the second largest proven gold deposits 

after Australia (Stats SA, 2013).  

The platinum industry is younger than the gold industry and the country holds one of 

the world’s largest proven reserves. The physical accounts show that PGM extraction 

more than doubled over the last 30 years, from 114 tons in 1980 to 287 tons a year in 

2010. The stock of PGMs in the ground, estimated to be 70, 000 tons excluding new 

discoveries declined by 7.4 percent over the past 30 years. The average extraction rate 

was estimated to be 3.5 percent over the period under review. The number of years to 

depletion of the stock of minerals was 244 in 2010.  

 
Figure 2: Gold extraction (1980-2010) 

 
Figure 3: Platinum extraction (1980-2010) 

As Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrate, miners of gold and platinum do not exhibit 

similar behaviour patterns, which can be attributed to the difference in the maturity of 

the industries.  

Monetary accounts 

                                                 

8
 The estimates are conservative due to data limitations, which prevented additions from exploration 

activity to be included in the analysis. 

9
 Gold deposits were discovered in 1886 and even though platinum deposits were discovered in 1923, 

platinum mining only picked up pace in the 1990s.  
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The monetary accounts assign a value to the physical accounts, measuring the change 

in the value of the stock of a resource as a result of production activity. These can then 

be used to adjust the national income accounts for missing flow values that are a result 

of production activity in the platinum and gold industries. Resource rents, which assign 

a monetary value to the physical stock of natural resources and an indication of the 

value of depreciation of minerals as a result of production activity, were also estimated. 

Stats SA used the El Serafy valuation method to compile monetary accounts. Although 

three social discount rates were used: 3%, 5%, and 11.7%, the subsequent analysis will 

only consider the 3% discount rate. 

Adjusting National Accounts for missing flow values of platinum and gold mining  

The values derived in the monetary flow accounts were used to correct national income 

accounts for the missing flow values of minerals. These include the depreciation of the 

resource stock due to harvesting activity. If national income accounts are adjusted for 

the missing flow values of gold and platinum, the ANS can be negative, indicating that 

the country was consuming more than they were investing in capital.  

Table 1: Adjusting national accounts for missing flow values of gold and platinum (R million) 

 
Source: Stats SA, own calculations 

 

GDP
Mining Value 

Added

gold platinum total Nominal % of GDP

1980 62,730 12416 138,275 15,215 153,490 216,220 244.7

1981 72,654 10064 84,259 14,041 98,300 170,954 135.3

1982 82,462 10,035 67,708 10,401 78,109 160,571 94.7

1983 94,350 11,951 76,936 12,196 89,132 183,482 94.5

1984 110,584 12,985 83,207 15,534 98,741 209,325 89.3

1985 127,598 16,717 120,433 20,379 140,812 268,410 110.4

1986 149,395 20,127 131,086 26,033 157,119 306,514 105.2

1987 174,647 19,127 104,528 34,019 138,547 313,194 79.3

1988 209,613 21,441 109,710 39,496 149,206 358,819 71.2

1989 251,676 22,891 82,370 45,122 127,492 379,168 50.7

1990 289,816 24,107 48,945 37,658 86,603 376,419 29.9

1991 331,980 25,542 20,928 33,921 54,849 386,829 16.5

1992 372,225 26,575 5,629 6,793 12,422 384,647 3.3

1993 426,131 30,052 35,694 -3,330 32,364 458,495 7.6

1994 482,119 32,111 26,885 -13,737 13,148 495,267 2.7

1995 548,515 34,830 -23,206 -32,039 -55,245 493,270 -10.1

1996 617,959 38,768 1,868 -35,218 -33,350 584,609 -5.4

1997 685,731 40,524 -46,511 -55,464 -101,975 583,756 -14.9

1998 742,424 45,879 -51,086 -64,770 -115,856 626,568 -15.6

1999 813,684 52,173 -46,294 -93,724 -140,018 673,666 -17.2

2000 922,147 63,391 -48,156 41,339 -6,817 915,330 -0.7

2001 1,020,008 77,214 -18,944 140,016 121,072 1,141,080 11.9

2002 1,171,085 92,730 43,083 266,075 309,158 1,480,243 26.4

2003 1,272,537 85,770 91,540 64,834 156,374 1,428,911 12.3

2004 1,415,273 91,198 76,868 57,726 134,594 1,549,867 9.5

2005 1,571,082 105,992 1,992 34,409 36,401 1,607,483 2.3

2006 1,767,422 132,301 72,424 595,791 668,215 2,435,637 37.8

2007 2,016,185 156,970 29,259 629,551 658,810 2,674,995 32.7

2008 2,256,485 196,526 59,943 720,918 780,861 3,037,346 34.6

2009 2,408,075 196,521 75,755 -487,503 -411,748 1,996,327 -17.1

2010 2,673,772 228,230 259,055 -192,704 66,351 2,740,123 2.5

Missing gold & plat. flow Benefits (El Serafy)
Adjusted GDP for missing 

gold & plat. Values
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Table 2: Adjusted Net Savings 1980-2010 (% of GDP) 

 
Source: South African Reserve Bank, own calculations 

Resource rents and rent capture by government 

The 3% discount rate shows that resource rents from gold declined by 128 percent over 

the 30-year period. The declining resource rents are a reflection of the maturity of the 

gold mining industry, as the deeper level mining required for gold production has 

higher production costs.  

The resource rent for PGMs increased over the period under review, regardless of the 

discount rate used. It rose by 65 percent when using the 3% discount rate, by 

115 percent when using the 5% discount rate, and by 21 percent when using the 11.7% 

discount rate.  

 
Figure 4: Gold resource rents (1980-2010) 

 
Figure 5: PGM resource rent (1980-2010) 

Gross 

savings

Net 

savings 

Adjusted 

net 

savings

1980 33.6 19.8 264.5

1981 26.4 12.0 147.3

1982 20.5 4.7 99.4

1983 24.8 8.5 103.0

1984 21.7 5.8 95.1

1985 24.2 7.3 117.7

1986 23.2 5.3 110.4

1987 21.9 4.8 84.1

1988 22.5 5.9 77.1

1989 22.2 5.9 56.5

1990 18.9 3.1 33.0

1991 18.3 3.2 19.7

1992 16.4 1.9 5.3

1993 16.1 2.5 10.1

1994 16.8 3.5 6.2

1995 16.5 3.4 -6.7

1996 16.0 3.2 -2.2

1997 15.2 2.4 -12.4

1998 15.2 2.1 -13.5

1999 15.7 2.3 -14.9

2000 15.6 2.5 1.8

2001 15.3 2.3 14.2

2002 16.7 3.8 30.2

2003 15.7 2.9 15.2

2004 15.0 2.9 12.4

2005 14.5 2.5 4.9

2006 14.4 2.1 40.0

2007 14.3 1.7 34.4

2008 15.5 2.1 36.7

2009 15.5 1.7 -15.4

2010 17.1 4.0 6.4
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Figure 6: Rent capture vs mineral rents 

The government has used a variety of fiscal tools to collect resource rents, including 

taxes, lease rights, export levies, licenses, and royalties. During the period under review 

the contribution of the mining industry to government revenue declined from 

4.9 percent of GDP in FY 1980/81 to 1.2 percent in FY 2010/11. Since the Mineral and 

Petroleum Resource Royalties Act became effective, in FY 2010/11, the contribution of 

the minerals sector has improved.  The gap between rent capture by government to 

resource rents from mineral activity, indicates that there is opportunity to increase 

efficiency of collection. It is an important piece of the argument about fiscal prudence. 

The government owns the resource on behalf of the country and therefore (in principle) 

should be collecting all of the resource rents. This is useful analysis for government 

because it indicates the effectiveness of rent capture through various fiscal instruments. 

Using the Hartwick rule to guide fiscal sustainability with 
exhaustible resources 

The Hartwick rule (1977), that society needs to reinvest resource rents in reproducible 

capital in order to sustain the welfare level over time, serves as a guiding policy 

principle for prudent management of natural resources. The same principle can be 

applied to achieving fiscal sustainability, broadly defined to be the maintenance of real 

government wealth when part of the endowment consists of stocks of exhaustible 

resources owned by the public sector. According to Hamilton and Ley (2013), fiscal 

sustainability is a key pillar of macroeconomic stability and it can be achieved through 

effective rent capture by government, effective management of public investment, the 

operation of natural resource funds, and the implementation of fiscal rules. 

Sustainability at the economy-wide level is equated to maintaining or increasing real 

wealth.   

Even though it is difficult for government to have a perfect instrument with which it 

would capture all the resource rents, it does have at its disposal different tools that it 

uses to that effect. These include royalties
10

, taxes – direct and indirect, income taxes, 

resource rent taxes that target windfall profits, and production-sharing agreements. In 

                                                 

10
  The design of a royalty tax is important in determining the effectiveness of policy in affecting 

extraction behaviour. A royalty tax has no effect on the mine owner’s extraction decision if the resource 

is already being mined (Perman et al, 1999). This is because the tax would only affect the present value 

of the resource under extraction, without having any effect on the rate of extraction over time. In 

contrast, a revenue tax internalises the scarcity value of the resource via extraction costs, decreasing the 

rate of resource extraction. 
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South Africa a combination of these are used, including corporate taxes on mining 

companies, mining leases, and licences for prospecting and surface rental. Royalties are 

a relatively new phenomenon, and only began to be collected in FY2010/11. Still, the 

foregoing analysis has demonstrated that the resource rents captured by government are 

lower than what they can potentially be; therefore the effectiveness of rent capture 

needs to be improved. Hamilton and Ley (2013) and International Monetary Fund 

(2012) offer a detailed discussion of the various fiscal options that governments can 

consider in order to further enhance fiscal prudence with regard to increasing rent 

capture of mineral resources. They propose the following channels through which the 

collection of rents can be enhanced:   

Fiscal rules that limit the use of resource revenues. The aim of fiscal rules is usually to 

ensure fiscal sustainability using a numerical indicator. The choice of indicator upon 

which to base the rule is determined by the country’s macroeconomic objective, and 

can target a debt ratio, the current account balance, the budget balance, public 

expenditure growth, and resource revenue volatility. Botswana’s Sustainable Budget 

Index (SBI)
11

 is an example of such a rule, aims to ensure that recurrent spending does 

not exceed non-resource revenue. In turn resource revenues are re-invested in other 

forms of capital such as infrastructure, health and education, and financial assets.  

Natural resource funds (NRFs) are aimed at protecting the economy from adverse 

effects of volatile commodity prices. There are two broad categories of NRFs: 

stabilization funds and savings funds. Stabilization funds use rules to limit the amount 

used for the budget. Savings funds use a set of rules to determine the amount of 

resource revenues used for investment purposes. However, NRFs can only be effective 

if they are designed in such a way that the risks to abuse are minimized. This can be 

done if they are rules-based, are subject to broad governance, and are highly 

transparent.  

Resource rich countries tend to use their resource revenues in infrastructure, as a means 

to improve society’s welfare. For these countries Public Investment Management 

(PIM) needs to be of high quality, in order to ensure that the benefits accrue to the 

broader citizenry. A rigorous project system is required to make sure that PIM is 

effective. This would typically include strategic guidance from a national development 

plan or poverty reduction strategy, formal project appraisal to value their social and 

economic value, ensuring that there is a link between the project and the budget cycle 

which is required to ensure sustainability of the project. For implementation, there must 

be evidence of adequate capacity to implement the project, but should also have a 

degree of flexibility to allow for possible changes in circumstances. A good set of asset 

registers should be kept, including the legal titles to property. Finally, an evaluation of 

the project upon completion to evaluate its outcomes, and lessons learnt would serve to 

reduce risks for future projects.   

The policy implications  

According to the data, there is no evidence of prudent exploitation of natural resources 

in South Africa. Even so non-compliance with the Hotelling rule does not necessarily 

                                                 

11
 SBI = 
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imply a non-optimal extraction programme. Economic theory follows an idealized set 

of assumptions, which may not be aligned to actual events on the ground or may not 

include some elements of real world complexities. For example, the social discount rate 

may not be constant over time, which could result in the price not rising at a fixed rate. 

There are other factors that affect resource prices, such as supply/demand dynamics, 

technology, costs, and geopolitical tensions. The resources are so large relative to use 

that the scarcity rent component is smaller than other factors, so that there is no clear 

indication of the extent to which the price of the resource reflects the scarcity value of 

the resource. New discoveries can lead to a downward sloping path of the resource’s 

net price and their effect will be investigated in further research. 

According to Strotz (1956), drifting from the optimal path may not signify non-

sustainability of economic growth. What the consumer may choose as the optimal path 

in the beginning may change over time because consumers constantly re-evaluate their 

planned course of consumption. When charting their future consumption streams, 

consumers can either pre-commit or plan consistently. Many economic models of 

measuring economic welfare are linear and signify pre-commitment by economic 

agents; they are the basis of the analysis used by Stats SA for its suite of environmental 

accounts. Economic agents that plan consistently revise their consumption choices 

based on prevailing economic conditions; a linear representation of the determination of 

their consumption and income streams would be misleading.    

There are lessons that can be learnt from the varying fiscal stances taken by such 

countries as Botswana, Mexico and Indonesia. In the 1970s to the 1980s, periods where 

oil prices reached unprecedented levels, the Indonesian government kept capital and 

current expenditure patterns were in balance. Instead of strengthening the tradable 

sector with its oil revenues, Indonesia invested in other sectors of the economy as well, 

such as prioritising agricultural development, through increased research spending. 

Botswana has successfully used the revenues from its minerals, mainly diamonds, on 

education and health of its citizens. In contrast, Mexico, which also reaped huge rents 

from oil in the 1970s, kept current expenditure much higher than capital expenditure. 

This meant that while the government invested heavily in oil companies, other sectors 

of the economy were neglected, leading to the Dutch disease (Usui, 1997). 

In order to ensure that natural resources are a blessing rather than a curse, policy 

makers can influence mine owners’ mineral extraction activity, through such 

mechanisms as taxes, royalties and regulation. Sorely (1889) and Matheson (1893) 

interpreted the imposition of royalties on mineral extraction as charges for reducing the 

value of the mine by extracting from it. Non-renewable resources are a scarce 

commodity and empirical evidence shows that the price mechanism cannot be relied on 

to reflect the scarcity of the resource.  

A perpetual income stream can also be derived from natural resources with investment 

in research and development. The United States offers a fitting example of the success 

of such an initiative. Resource extraction in the US was accompanied by on-going 

processes of education in mining engineering and metallurgy, investment, technological 

progress and cost reduction, which contributed to generating expansion capacity 

surpassing what could have been delivered purely by geological potential, rather than 

depleting the resource base.   
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Three key characteristics of mineral and energy resources have major impacts on public 

finances and government development policy: (i) resource revenues tend to be large 

relative to GDP and to the government budget, (ii) resource revenues are volatile, 

closely tied to the world business cycle, and (iii) the resources themselves are finite and 

exhaustible. While natural resource abundance should be a blessing, these three 

characteristics complicate government’s task in ensuring sustainable growth and 

development: the first two characteristics potentially create a strong pro-cyclical bias in 

fiscal policy, which can have destabilizing effects on macroeconomic performance; the 

third characteristic, exhaustibility, has implications for both how economic 

performance is measured and how government leverages natural resources for 

development. 

Sustainable fiscal policy, essential for sustainable development in resource-extracting 

economies, can be built upon five foundations: tracking adjusted measures of the 

government’s net operating balance in order to assess fiscal space; effective taxation of 

the profits on resource exploitation; applying fiscal rules in order to ensure that 

resource revenues are saved rather than consumed; establishing a natural resource fund 

in order to assist with stabilization and ensure that savings are used effectively; and 

building a strong public investment management system in order to ensure the quality 

of public investments financed by resource revenues. 

Conclusions  

The Hartwick Rule can be a useful tool to use as a guide for fiscal policy. It engenders 

fiscal discipline, emphasises the need to transform exhaustible resources into other 

forms of wealth and can provide the impetus for reform and policy effectiveness. 

South Africa has made significant strides in improving the welfare of its citizens, as the 

wealth estimates show. A closer look at the contribution of the mining sector to this 

progress shows that there is much more that can be achieved; more aggressive 

investment by the sector is not only possible, it can provide the impetus the country 

needs in its determination to increase the wellbeing of society. This can be largely 

influenced by fiscal policy through interventions such as increased investment in the 

lagged tradable sector, i.e. the agriculture and manufacturing sectors to promote export 

activity and encourage value addition to commodities. Support for research and 

development in the mining sector and in other sectors such as agriculture and 

manufacturing would enhance diversity in goods produced and enhance value addition 

in products.  
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Appendix A: A welfare maximizing model economy 

The Hotelling rule is an inter-temporal efficiency condition that must be satisfied by an 

efficient process of resource extraction and states that the growth rate of the shadow 

price of the resource should equal the social utility discount rate. Another interpretation 

of the Hotelling rule is that the discounted value of the resource should be the same 

over time, if resource extraction is efficient. 

Therefore, costs related to the extraction level raise the gross price of the resource 

above its net price (royalty) but has no effect on the growth rate of the resource net 

price. Conversely a resource stock size effect on extraction costs will slow down the 

rate of growth of the resource net price. Thus the resource net price is high at the initial 

stages of extraction, slowing down the extraction rate in the earlier part of the time path 

and raising conservation. 

The miner 

The miner’s objective is to make a profit out of his mineral extraction activity. 

Therefore the price of the mineral as well as the quantity extracted is important 

variables in his extraction policy. In mining, the resource is non-renewable and is 

therefore a finite resource. The miner needs to determine the rate of extraction that 

would maximize his profit at the prevailing price. The extraction rate is determined by 

the market structure in which the miner finds himself; it is also determined by the shape 

of the demand curve, i.e. linear or exponential. For society, the value of the mine is 

associated with the benefit to society that would be a result of mining activity: the 

social value of a resource/mine.  

The non-renewable resource will be extracted over time and the miner wants the 

present value of the future revenue stream. This is determined through optimization. 

Resource extraction under monopoly is likely to be less than in perfect competition: 

social welfare maximization. In mining, extraction costs increase with increasing depth 

of a mine. A socially optimal extraction schedule, utility is a function of quantity 

extracted, time and social return per unit of time. Maximizing social welfare can 

advocate monopoly extraction rather than competition. Adam Smith advocated that the 

extraction of natural resources should benefit society. Many subscribe to this principle. 

This then raises the question on how policymakers would make sure that the objectives 

of both the miner and of society are aligned. 

Hotelling shows that the extraction path of a miner is determined by the market 

characteristic in which the mine operates, i.e. competitive vs monopolistic. He further 

showed that the extraction path is also determined by the shape of the demand curve of 

the commodity. Typically, those with a linear demand curve tend to have a finite life 

cycle while those with a non-linear demand curve would tend to have an infinite 

production function, with extraction quantities diminishing but never being fully 

depleted. Even though the expectation would be that the perfectly competitive miner 

would contribute to social wellbeing, the evidence shows that it is rather the production 

function of the monopolist that maximizes the welfare of society.  

The extraction programme chosen by a mine owner is determined by the market 

structure that a miner finds himself in. It need not be similar to one that would be 

chosen by a social miner. The perfectly competitive mine owner’s objective is always 
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to maximise the present value of future profits. In a perfectly competitive market 

structure the miner is indifferent whether the price of the resource is received today or 

after time t for his product, so that (use model with extraction): depletion, extraction 

costs, discoveries==hyperbolic 

t

t epp 
0

,           (1) 

where γ is the interest rate,  

t is time and 

p represents the net price received after paying extraction and delivery costs. 

Extraction is determined by the demand curve 
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and for a linear demand curve 
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At some point in the future (T), the reserves of the mineral will be exhausted, so that if 
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Equation (5) implies that 
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Substituting (6) in (3) and solving for qt, 
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The same kind of analysis for a monopoly firm shows that the optimal extraction path is 

given by  
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The exhaustion of mineral reserves under perfect competition therefore implies that 
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and for a monopoly firm facing the same linear demand curve 
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The optimal time to depletion of the resources under the different market regimes is 

given by:  
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Since 

 )1( TeT 

 is an increasing function of T, then Tc<Tm, i.e. the time to 

exhaustion of the mineral is shorter under a competitive firm compared to a monopoly 

firm. The monopoly firm serves a conservationist role because it exhausts the resource 

less rapidly than the competitive firm. The monopolist would restrict production in 

order to maintain a high price level. This is true in a market economy where prices 

reflect economic activity. 

Society 

To maximise social welfare, a social miner would want to  

 maximise 
q
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 and the present value of that utility is 
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0 is fixed, then 
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is a constant. It this constant is p0, then  
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The perfectly competitive firm would typically be deemed socially optimal, when 

applying the usual theory regarding maximizing discounted social welfare.  

Since utility is an abstract concept, NNP is one of the many measures used as a proxy 

for society’s wellbeing.   

From a welfare point of view, the monopolist is inefficient because current generations 

could compensate future generations for an increase in current extraction and a 

reduction in future extraction. Assuming identical initial reserves and rates of discount, 

the welfare maximising extraction path is identical to the extraction path for a firm 

operating in a perfectly competitive market structure.  
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Appendix B: Wealth estimates of the South African economy 

The World Bank (2006, 2011) collated wealth estimates for 120 countries for 1995, 

2000, and 2005. The basket of wealth accounts comprises estimates on wealth, genuine 

savings, and the savings gap (World Bank, 2011). Wealth estimates are based on 

Hamiltion and Hartwick’s (2005) analysis that the current value of wealth is the present 

value of sustainable consumption, where savings are able to offset the depletion of 

natural resources. Countries’ net national savings (Hamilton and Clemens, 1999) are 

adjusted for the net accumulation of capital – both produced and natural, atmospheric 

damage from pollution, intangible capital, and education expenditure. These are 

referred to as adjusted net savings or genuine savings, and they measure the change in 

value of a country’s assets. They incorporate education expenditure, mineral resource 

depletion, net forest depletion, carbon dioxide damage, and particulate emissions 

damage into the conventional national accounting measure of savings. Intangible 

capital is the difference between net foreign assets and total wealth. It measures the 

investment/disinvestment in different types of a country’s produced, natural and human 

capital. Lastly, estimates are corrected for the effect of population growth using the 

change in wealth per capita and adjusted net savings gap. The change in total per capita 

wealth is determined by the difference between the change in wealth and the population 

growth rate. World Bank (2006, 2011) used adjusted net savings, which  

According to World Bank (2006, 2011) South Africa has done relatively well during 

the 10-year period under review. The country’s wealth increased from $59,629 per 

capita in 2000 to $86,199 per capita in 2005 and compares well with the estimate for 

Upper middle income countries; it is 6 times higher than the estimate for Sub-Saharan 

Africa (Table 1). The adjusted net savings as a proportion of GNI rose from 6.9 percent 

in 2000 to 54.7 percent in 2008. This can be attributed to higher net investment in all 

forms of capital, human, produced and natural. It can also mean positive investment in 

human capital through education spending while investment in the natural capital sector 

is declining.  

Table 3: Comparison of the evolution of wealth estimates for South Africa (in 2005 US$)  

    1995 2000 2005 

Total wealth (US$ billions) 
Upper middle income 36,794 42,310  47,183 

South Africa  2,974 3,363  4,042 

Wealth (US$ per capita) 
Upper middle income 73,540 77,986  81,354 

South Africa 76,032 76,427 86,199 

Genuine savings (% of GNI)* 
Upper middle income     4.6 

South Africa   6.9 -3.4 

Adjusted net saving per capita 
(US$) 

South Africa   246 -63 

Change in wealth per capita (US$) South Africa   -2 -245 

Saving gap (% of GNI) South Africa   0.1 4.8 

*2008 estimates 

Source: World Bank (2006, 2011) 

However, the picture changes dramatically when adjusting the indicators for population 

growth. The change in wealth per capital declined from $-2 to $-245; the adjusted net 

saving gap as a proportion of GNI rose from 0.1 percent in 2000 to 4.8 percent in 2005. 

This means that on a per capita basis, South African’s became worse off and did not 
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benefit from investment, or from spending on health and education. This is also a 

reflection of the skewed nature of resource allocation in the country. Income inequality, 

estimated with a gini of around 0.66, is among the highest in the world.   

These estimates are conservative for two reasons. First, the analysis does not include 

platinum group metals (PGMs), which are the dominant mineral group extracted in 

South Africa. The second reason is that the human capital estimate is flawed because i) 

it uses education spending by the public sector. In South Africa education expenditure 

and education outcomes are not necessarily closely correlated. Therefore the link 

between spending on education and wealth is not convincing. Perhaps it would be more 

appropriate to use an indicator of education outcomes such as school completion rate. 

ii) The estimate of human capital does not include information on health – a very 

important aspect of human capital, particularly in the Southern African region where 

health indicators are very poor. For example the mining sector is responsible for 8% of 

total TB infected individuals in the country and TB is the most common opportunistic 

infection and is the leading cause of death for HIV/AIDS patients.  

 


